
Dear reader,

We are happy to announce our newest software release. This release is devoted primarily to our newest module:       Assets.  
The implementation of the new software update is scheduled on 17-11-2022 between 20:00 and 22:00 (CEST). Because of this, your 
GoWorkforce environment may be (partly) inaccessible for a short time. 

Release notes

New Features
       Assets
We have added a new module for registering and managing 
all on-site assets. Assets like machines, equipment, tools, 
PPE items, consumables etc. can now be assigned to on-site 
workers by just scanning the users’ pass and the asset itself.

       Assets can contribute to your site by providing: 
     Less damage
     Less missing equipment
     Lower rental costs
     Clear insights into equipment availability
     Greater control and insights

Identification expert
We added a new reviewer to the system. The identification 
expert has the ability to verify or decline a physical identifi-
cation document manually.

ID Verification status: The parameter identification_status 
got expanded to make it clear who have and who have not 
completed their identification verification.

ID Verification status frontend: The identification status of 
a person will be visible on the person’s identification details 
tab. The status is also visible on the my account detail and 
edit page. 

Improvements
Node.js
We updated Node.js to optimize the performance of  
GoWorkforce.

Info box person/visitor
The employer of a person or visitor is now visible on 
multiple sections of a person’s and visitors page.



Bug fixes
Unlinking access card
Unlinking an access card through person overview is not 
possible. [Fixed]

Request access card
Request for an access card fails. [Fixed]

Traffic light
Traffic light did not change automatically on some 
occasions.  [Fixed]

Pre-registration page
It’s possible to select a date first workday earlier than today. 
[Fixed]

Ghost profile
Once in a while a person get’s added twice to an 
environment. [Fixed] 

Bank fields API
Bank fields do not show the expected structure through 
API. [Fixed]

BIC number API
BIC number is not showing in an API call. [Fixed]

For more information, please contact your GoWorkforce account manager or our support team on +31 (0)346-79 60 08 or send a mail to support@iq-pass.com
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